1. Introduction. In Part I of this paper the admissibility was investigated primarily for the class of unbiased estimates of the population total. In particular the Horvitz-Thomson estimate was shown to be admissible in the class of all unbiased estimates, (cf. Theorem 4.1 of Part I). In the following, the investigation is extended by removing the restriction of unbiasedness, with the corresponding modification of the definition of admissibility: Now some other estimate is shown to remain admissible for all sampling designs. The result appears to have implications concerning the basic logic of sampling with varying probabilities. These however are not discussed here.
2. Notation. The notation used here is the same as that formulated in the Section 2 of the Part I of this paper and is not restated here. The definitions and preliminaries, as given in that section, also apply in the following discussion. In addition for convenience of discussion, here we assume that the units u of the population U are numbered, that is U = (Ui, . , UN), N being the total number of units u in U. As a result a sample s (Definition 2.2, Part I) can now be specified by the set of integers namely the serial numbers of the units u -s. Thus for Ur I s now we write r -s. Further, the variate value X(Ur) associated with the unit Ur would be denoted simply by Xr for all x E RN, strict inequality holding true for at least one x.
3. Admissibility of an estimate. We now prove the following THEOREM.
The estimate e*(s, x) given by (Even without this assumption, the proof needs only a slight modification. For, obviously it is enough to consider in (4) estimates e' such that e' = T, for sample s for which n(s) = N.) Now taking the expectations of both sides of (6) wrt a probability distribution of RN such that xl, * * *, XN are independently and identically distributed, with a common finite discrete frequency function w, common mean 0(w) and common variance o2(w), we have The existence of Ew in (7) follows from the finite discreteness of the frequency function w. Now noting that the expectations of the product terms on both sides of (7) vanish due to the independence of x1, * * *, x.v and cancelling out the common term 28eS p(s)(N -n(s))2o2(w) on both sides of (7), we get
Since Xr, r =1, ** , N are distributed independently and identically we replace in h(s, x) and h*(s, x) in (8) the variates xr, re s, in some order by xi, x2, x *, Xm respectively, and let for all x(m) E Dmk(tl X * tk),
